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MoUon. Water Wheels. : ammonia, the gas obtained from such adul· 
BY B. F. STICKNEY. MATTEAWAN, June 28, 1849. terated nitrate would contain cblorine. It is, 

No.4. MR. EDIToR.-The present calculations are the;efore, absolutely necessary to purify the 
We have endeavored to show in former on the large overshot water wheel now build- gas before it is inhaled, by passing it, firs' 

numbers, that there is a universal tluid, first ing at Paterson, N. J. The object is to show through a bottle containing a weak solution 
among created things-placed by the Author the power that would be logt If the site was of nitrate of silver, which will absorb the 
as a main-spring and regulator, to the whole. divided into two falls, that is, having two chlorine, then, collecting the gas over water 
We have learned to apply it to our uses in a wheels, each about half the diameter of the containing protoBulphate of iron in solution 
few cases. The navigator and land surveyor present one. which will absorb any nitric oxide that may 
use it to guide them on their course; and The wheel being 66 feet in diameter, the have been formed by the application of too 
Morse and others use it to converse at a dis- whole fall must be 69 felit. The circumfer- great a heat. The decomposition that takes 
tanre, calling it magnetism. We make use ence of the wheel is calculated to run 6k feet place, during the above process is a beautiful 
of common light and heat in various ways, per second. The buckets are 6 feet iong, and illustration of the power which heat posses· 
calling it solar light, and Bolar heat. We have 13 inches deep. The wheel will produce its .ses (in some eases) of resolving certain com
got the a r t  of bringing this tluid into action maximum effect Where the water is 5 inches pounds. 
in the form of combustion; and apply it to deep in the buckets (on tile top of the wheel.) Nitric Oxide is a gas which iii evolved 
our ordinary domestic uses. And under the In this case the power ot the wheel will when certain mutah-copper for instan�e
names of Electricity and Galvanism, the gen· be 124 14-100 horse, which appearll from the are being subjected to the action of nitric ac-
eral philosopher and physician make ul)ll of lollowing formula. ide This gas is colourless and not acid; but 

it ; and some venture to call it nervous tluid. vX aXFX.. on coming in contact with the atmosphere, it 
The old philosophers made a machine, that H unites with one or two more atoms of oxygen 
by giving a circular motion to a glass cylln- c and forms hyponitrous or nitrouse acid in pro· 
der" they produce a friction by which they The letters represent the initials of the seve- portion to the facility with which it meets 
p ut this tluid in motion, upon a very small ral elements involved in the formula (v) equals with oxygen. Both the above compounds 
scale. But it served to show a very impor-I the velocity of the water at the centre or mag- are extremely injurious when taken into the 
tant pnllciple of its action-it showed that by i nitude. The theoretical power due to the lungs: thus, it is necessary that in all cases 
friction this tluid could be put in motion, and i quantity of water which the wheel will re- where any considerable quantity of nitric acid 
conducted into glass jars ; that by such means \ ceive per minute is 124 14-100 horse and the is being employed for dissolving metals, &c., 
miniature thunder and lightning can be produ. per cent ot which this wheel is capable . th e gases evolved should not be allowed to 
cede Physicians in their practice, makeuse of of trans�itting will appear in the following 

I 
e'Scape into the laboratory or werkihop. Nitric 

friction in a very moderate degree, and some calcnlatIon. cid is a roost important compound on account 
report favorable; but not tracing back from The whole fall is 69 feet or 828 inches. of the facility with which it imparts oxygen. 
effect to cause, and not understanding the Allow 10 inches for clearance below the w heel, It acts o n most animal and vegetable substan· 
cause, or mode of operation, they rarely if then 10 inches of the whole fall will be lost ces, and mutual decompositions �msue ; oxalic 
ever, do it in a proper manner, or to a suffi- or 10 malic, and carbonic acids are the most com-
cient extent. Although physicians will tell -- of the whole fall, or .012 mon products of these decompositions; and 
you, that if a young perion sleeps in the same 828 

the nitric acid is. at the same time reduced to Allow two fe�t for the head which acts bed with a very old one, that the young one the state of nitric oxide, by the abstraction of 
on the wheel by percussion, hence 2-3 is injured in health and strength, to the bene- f h ff 

. 
I 6' h 1 

its oxygen. Fatty matter, ammcmia, and hy. 
fit of the old one; without making much in- 0 t e e ect IS ost, or 1 lOC es ost, drocianic acid are also sometimes formed.-or 16 I quiry into the cause. They do not appear to 

.019 From the remarkable property of tinging an-
to be aware that the nervous or universal, 828 imal matter yellow, nitric acid is employed 
and invisible tluid,is passing continually from The water will begin to empty from the in the production of yellow patterns upon 
one person to the other. Now, suppose we buckets at about 6 feet from the bottom coloured woolen goods. It is used in fumiga. 
apply this principle. Suppose a very com- of the wheel, which gives a medium tiOllS to destroy contagious and i ntectious mat. 
mon case-we will suppose a very highly in- loss of nearly 36 lOciles or 36 ter, in those cases where chlorine wculd in-
tlamatory case. The physician I1ses depletion --or : .043 jure if used for the same purpose. When em-
and sedatIves to allay the fever. Of a suddea 328 ployed for this object, nitrate of potass and 
the inllamatory is changed to a typhoid case The eJepth of the water in the IlUl;kets on. sulpuric acid a�eJaiud· in. a saucer; and sui-
-a congestion has taken place. Now what the top of the wheel will be :> inches, phuric acid decomposes the nitrate of potass, 
should be done? I answer, thaI I would ap- the buckets are 13 inches deep; then and nitric acid is evolved: this decomposition 
ply the principle above mentioned, that the 5 from 13 leaves 8, half of 5 is 2i, may be aided by the application of a gentle 
tluid is always passing from the stronger, to which gives 10k inches lost or 10k heat. It is not, however, generally so etlec-
supply the weaker, or always pasing from 828 

or .012 tive as ehlorine. In pharmacy, and a variety 
a body positively charged, to one negatively The velocity of the wheel is 6t feet per of other proce�ses, it is susceptible of many 
charged, when in contact, or nearly so. If I second (or water) nearly, the theoreti interesting applications. It is used for etch-
had it in my power, I would select the st!on- cal velocity due to 69 feet head is 66 ing on copper and steel: in this process, the 

o gest men, or in other words, those having feet per second nearly, hence 6k steel or copper plate previously burnished, is 
the most positive charge of the tluid, and as _ loss covered with a varnish compound of virgin 
many as could act upon the patient, with most 66 wax, 4 parts-asphaltum, in powder, 4 parts 
violent friction, And I would use a stimula- by velooity of wheel, or .11(') -black pitch, 1 part-Burgundy pitch, 1 part. 
ting liquid, to the surface so f ar as to avoid The wax and pitch are first melted, and the 

Showing a loss 01 nearly 20 per cent, 196 d h 1 dd d b d s th abrasion to the skin (common pepper-sauce . pow er asp. a tum a e y egree ; e 
and brandy) and I would use very f reely tan. Now if the site should be divided in two whole is to be boiled gently till all the in-

falls each 34k feet they would require wheels h hi ' t d Wh ics and stimulants, by the mouth. I have ape gredients are t oroug Y lOcorpora e .  en 
3U leet ill diameter It can be shown by . 

1 b 'J d th . h t b II plied this mode of practice, from thirty to for- suffiCient y Ol_e, e varDls mus e a ow-
a calculation similar to the foregoing, that 1 '1' h i t  . d I ty years since, with unvarying success. There ed to ceo unt! It as a mos acqUire so l-
each of these wheels wuuld auffer a loss of 30 h . 

are witnesses living in this neighborhoEld, who dity, then poured into warm water, w en It 
per cent-all the elements being the same in d h h h d . 

have seen the success of my practice in this may be moulda . Wit t e an s lOtO any re-
lIlanner. both cases, hence thfl large wheel gains 20 quired shape. The varnish is thus applied; 

The foundation of our theory, in this res- per cent over the two. -the plate is heated over charcoal, a stick.of 
pect, is, that all intlamation or fever, arises It was shown that the theoretical power the varnish is then applied until a suffiCient 
from such a derangement of the animal econ. was 124 14-100 horse; deducting 20 per cent quantity has been melted on the plate, then 
omy, as to prevent a proper motion or circu. gives 99 horse power nearly, which the large by inclining the plate in different directions, 
lation of this vital tluid. And a cause behind wheel transmits. The theoretical power of the varnish may be made to tlow evenly (lver 
this, may be, an unfavorable proportion of each of the small wheels is 62 horse, nearly, the surface; should too much heat, however, 
the elements composing the almospbere.; the -deducting 30 per cent gives 43k horae pow- have been employed, the varnish will become 

I 
. 

b l '  h er nearly, or both wheels transmit 87 horse filled wI'th al'r bubbles-In this case, thevarn-most unfa,vorab e of WhiCh, pro ab y IS, t e 
carbonic acid gas; there being a great affinity power, showing a difference of 12 horse in fa- ish must be dissolved and another coat applied 
between this gas and hydrogen gas ; and the vor of the large wheel. It can be shown by a until it assumea, when cold, a bright and 
former being the heaviest at the gases, and calculation that if the buckets were 14 feet smooth surface. The thick lines of tbe in· 
the latter the lightest. Both of the gases, long and the wheel ran 3 feet per second, it tended picture are traced through this varnish, 
being present, the hydrogen gas will take on wouldtransmit 92 per cent of the whole pow- the plate is dipped for a few seconds in dilute 
a considerable load of the carbon, and yet er, All the various kinds of turbine wheels, nitric acid, which eats into the plate only 
maintain a sufficient levity, to be raised an are subject to the same kind of  investigation, where the varnish has been scratched otl·, 
hundred or morl! feet. We conceive that many of which involve numerousTadical ere then washed in water; and the next in order 
when carbon considerably prevails, Cholera rors. C. E. L. of the thick lines are etched out through the 
asphyxia, will be the consequence, and when Nitrogen alld Some 0'£ Its Applications. wax-the dipping in the acid, and the wash· 
hydrogen prevails, it is what is commonly The nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, is best ing are again repeated, and thus the work 
called malaria; and, produces the ordinary obtained by the declllmpolition of nitrate of proceeds until the finest lines are arrived at. 
intlamatory diseases. ammonia by a spirit lamp. The nitrate is Thus those lines which were first traced out, 

[This concludes the articles of B. F. Stick- put into a retort or tlask ; the heat is then ap- having been so many more times subjected to 
ney Esq. of Toledo, Ohio, on the nature, cau- plied so as to raise its temperature to about the action of the nitric aCid, will be as many 
ses and effect" of motion. The articles have 400' Fah., but never above 4200 for above : times deeper etched into the plate than the 
no doubt been v ery interesting to man,. of our this heat nitric oxide would be evolved. The fine lines; and 'thus the proper effect is ulti· 
readers, as they are very practical and dis. gas if it be intended for inhalation, ought to be mately imparted to the picture or engraving. 
play a great amount of keen observation aad quite pure; but as the nitrate of ammonia i. Nitric acid is the solvent most frequently 
personal experience. sometimes adulterated with hydroehlor.te of used for dissolving metallic compounds iQ ta. 
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process of analysis. In medicine it IS pre
scribed in doses of a f ew drops in: a glass of 
water as a tonic; and in surgery as a.n ener
�etic caustic. In the event of a bite from a 
;abid animal, if immediately applied to the 
wound, thel"e is. every reason (0 believe (hat 
it will destroy the poison, and prevent those 
fatal consequences otherwise likely to ensue. 

Animal Heat. 

H Billing in his first Principles of Medicine' 
says th at heat is extricated all over the frame 
-in the capillaries by the action of the nerves 
during the change of the blood, from scarlet 
to purple venous, and also while it is chan
ging in the lungs from purple to Hcarlet. 

TheT e is a perpetual deposition by thecapil. 
lary system, of new matter, and decomposition 
of the old, all over the frame, influenced by 
the nerves. In other words, the galvanoid or 
electroid influence of the nerves, which oc
casions thes� depositions and decompositions, 
keeps up a slnw combustion. In this decom
position, there is a continual disengagement of 
carbon, which mixes with the blood, return
ing to the heart at the time it changes from 
scarlet to purple. This decomposition, being 
eff ected by agency of the nerves, produces 
constant extrication of caloric, Again, in the 
lungs, that carbon is thrown off and united 
with oxygen, during which operation the ca
loric is again set free; so that we have, in the 
lungs, a charcoal fire constantly burning, alld, 
in the other parts, a wood fire,-the one pro
ducing carbonic acid ga9, the other carbon 
the food supplying through the circulation, 
the vegetable or animal fuel f rom which the 
charcoal is prepared that is burned in the 
lungs. It is thus that the animal heat is kept 
up; while on the other hand, the evaporation 
of perspiration keeps the surface cool; but, in 
high fevers, where this is deficient, the body 
gets too hot, and in low grades of fevers, when 
the nervous intluence is not sufficient to keep 
up the full fire, the surface gets cooler than 
the natural standard. 

This is peculiarly evident in the beginning 
of eruptive fevers, as scarlatina, where there 
is a strong heat with the arterial color of the 
skin; but, if the same becomes maligBant and 
low, with deficient arterialization, th& the 
temperature sinks, and the diminution of the 
charcoal combustion in the lungs is evinced 
by the dusky color of the skin, showing that 
the carbon is not thrown oli as it ought to be; 
and the same phenomena take place in ty
phoid fever. 

Economy oC Chemical DiStloyer7. 

For a considerable period, chlorine va
por was one of the greatest nuisances to the 
manufacturer and to the neighborhood, blight
ing vegetation for a great distance around the 
work. Enormous sums were spent in erect
ing gigantic chimney stacks, such as those of 
the Messrs. Tennant. near Glasgow, Scotland, 
where one of the largest rears its head fully 
one hundred feet higher than the top of St. 
Paul's Cathedral. Its occupatIon has gone, 
with the advance of chemical knowledge; 
and it now remaiu a huge monument to the 
ignorance of the past. In other cases the 
'muriatic acid was let off into the common 
sewer, and glad where the manufactures to 
get rid of their acid and troublesome product 
in this quiet way. But now that mUl"latic 
acid has entered from its proper chemical rela· 
tion with the arts, it is as carefully preserved 
and retained as it was formerly dismissed .
Various plans exist by means of which it is 
collected and reduced from the gaseous to the 
liquid form. The most common of these is, 
to conduct the vapours which rise from the 
decomposing salt into fI lies, which terminate 
at the bottom of a tower or chimney filled 
with flints or coke. A number of minute jets 
of water play on the coke at the top of the 
chimney, and the tluid gradually filters down 
meeting in its course the ascending noxious 
vapors. These become immediately conden· 
sed. and the liquid percolating to the bottom, 
there enters a tunnel and is conducted into a 

receptacle, now in the form of liquid hydro
chloric or muriatic acid. 

Here we have a case by which the People 
of Pittsburgh and those of \lther places where 
they burn bituminous coal, may profit. The 
smoke nuisance may get thus converted into III 

profitable manuf acture. 
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